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Happy Valentine’s Day 

 

    

Full Card above      Inside of Card 

Materials: 

Nellie’s choice Multi Heart Die    MFD 072 
Joy! Stamp Swirl 1      64100074 
Sue Wilson Finishing Touches Delicate Fronds  CED1426 
Sue Wilson String flowers     CED1440 
Sue Wilson Pierced Flags     CED 4304 
Tattered Lace Mini Heart spray Mini Die 
Red and White Card Stock   
Vellum for sentiment 
Foam tape 
Versamark Watermark Ink Pad 
Creative Expressions Detail White embossing powder (not the True White) 
Creative Expressions Dries Clear Glue 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut a piece of card stock to measure 10” x 7” and fold in half to create a 5 x 7” card. 
2. Cut a piece of red card that measures 4 ¾ x 6 ¾”. 
3. Die cut a white heart using the largest heart die from the MFD072 set. 
4. Die cut a red heart using the second largest die from the set and the 6th largest die from the set 

(count to the 6th die from the outside). 
5. Die cut 3 white and 2 red, little heart sprays using the small die 
6. Stamp the piece of rectangle card using the Joy swirl stamp and Versamark Watermark ink pad 2 

times.  First, with the stamp pointing up into the left corner and then down into the bottom right 
corner.  Heat emboss using the white embossing powder. 
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7. Now stamp the red heart, first with the point facing down into the bottom point of the heart and 

then with the wider part of the stamp to fill the remaining part of the heart. 
8. Heat emboss the heart using the white embossing powder. 
9. Stamp the smaller heart for the inside of the card as desired and heat emboss using white 

embossing powder.  
10. Put the card together to this point.  Attach the red stamped card to the white background card 

using double-sided tape. 
11. Attach the white heart to the red card using double-sided tape and the red heart to the white heart 

using foam tape.  
12. Attach the 3 white little heart sprays to the card using glue (one upper right and 2 lower left) 

tucking under the red heart layer. 
13. Die cut several of the string flowers in a 3 sizes (3nd largest, 4th largest and 5th largest).  Spread the 

string parts of the flowers out to create dimension.  
14. Place a stick on pearl in the center of the string flowers using glue. Attach to the card as desired. 
15. Die cut 1 each of the delicate frond dies (they face different directions). And attach on top of the 

red heart using glue. 
16. Print onto Vellum the sentiment….Happy Valentine’s Day using red ink. 
17. Die cut the sentiment and a piece of matching white card stock using the smallest pierced flag. 
18. Attach to the card using a foam blocks or double sided tape, tucking the flat end underneath some 

of the string flowers. 
19. Add a little glue and a large stick on pearl into each corner of the red background card. 
20. Decorate the inside of the card using the smaller stamped red heart and add one red heart sprays 

above and below. 
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